
ASSESSMENT/INQUIRY PROCESS

STEP ONE:   

Which course/program do we wish to focus our assessment on?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Why? (Potential reasons could include: student success rates, student retention rates, alignment of the course/program SLO to general
education outcomes, various other reasons)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What specific student learning outcome do we want to assess?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Why? (Potential reasons could be that this SLO is vital to student success after course/program completion; does it affect student
transfer? is it linked to a specific certificate? does it serve a specific competency (GenEd or occupational); does it serve a
specific group of students?)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

STEP TWO: 

How will the learning outcomes be assessed—?
indirectly (employer questionnaires, scaled surveys of opinions) 
______________________________________________________________________
directly (uses criteria that measures student learning directly)? 
______________________________________________________________________

What type of assessment tool will you use? (survey, discipline created rubric or test, portfolio, capstone course,
performance-based measures, other)—Provide complete, rich description of steps leading to the creation of the assessment tool.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

When in the course do you plan to assess? (beginning, throughout term, end of term, pre and post assessment, other)

         Beginning          throughout term            end of term          pre/post test        other (please describe)

Who will participate in the assessment? (Actual numbers may be calculated upon completion of the assessment.)
# of sections:______ # of students:___________ # of faculty(FT):________PT:__________ 

STEP THREE:  
 

 State the goal you have established for the assessment activity. This is the goal determined by the
discipline/program that will indicate successful instruction of the learning outcome. (See examples listed below
for ideas.)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Examples:
_____% of student work assessed will indicate competency in the SLO being assessed.



Using the analytic rubric developed by the discipline for the essay questions, at least ______% of student in
___________________ will be able to earn a minimum of __________ points on their final essay
At least ______% of students enrolled in _______________ class will be able to
_________________________________________________________________________________.

STEP FOUR: 

After collecting the data from the assessment activity, analyze what the data says about student
learning relative to the assessment framework developed in the first three steps. Often, notes
from discipline meetings will capture this type of information. Make sure you provide a rich
descriptive summary of the process you used to select the course, SLO, assessment tool, timing,
participants, and overall goal (Steps 1, 2, & 3).
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Provide analysis of how the learning activities embedded in the assessment helped students reach
expected outcome.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What about your data? Describe your data by answering these questions: Is it valid? Does it
indicate a trend? (This is very important, especially if SLO has been assessed more than one time.)How does it
compare to previous data (if available)? Did you reach your target? Why? Why not?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Provide a statement of your next steps, including any modifications deemed necessary (see step
5). What are you planning to do with the results?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

STEP FIVE  

As a result of the inquiry/assessment, what has the unit changed, modified, revised, eliminated,
added, etc., to improve student learning and/or support?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Don’t forget to include this information in your program review documents (annual and
comprehensive) as assessment should be ongoing and systematic to be effective.  
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